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Ensign’s report 1st September 2014 - SY ENA CRUISE
Thanks to Murray’s behind-the-scenes negotiating skills, interested members were able to enjoy a cruise on the restored
steam yacht Ena from Docklands on Saturday 30th August.

Manning all the likely photographic vantage points (as well as
several unlikely ones) we set off in perfect weather, a shriek
from the whistle
reminding everyone that steam
was providing the
motive power.
In the narrow midships engine-room
lurks the two-cylinder compound
engine, its top
above deck height,
with just a hint of
whirling con rods
in the darkness
below. No steam
leaks to be seen
anywhere, and a
near total absence
of noise.

Period detail and the craftsmanship of the restorers of this
Edwardian vessel abound at deck level. Every turn reveals a
carved wooden detail, polished brass light switch or fitting of
unknown purpose but undoubted beauty. Clearly all were designed to impress its original wealthy patrons - and I wonder
if this was why the wheel was mounted back-to-front, as it
were - to keep its uncluttered side on display?
Below deck, the
cabins are no
less impressive.
Opening clerestory windows
of etched glass,
regulated
by
gleaming brass
quadrants, provide both light
and privacy. In
the rear cabin,
each side of the
folding tables
and seating, the
day beds are lit
by
portholes
against which
the waves gently
play.
The toilet, by the way, is at the apex of the forward cabin beware though, for its door doubles as a watertight bulkhead
which may need to be kept closed at times!
Back on deck once more, there remains the main saloon
to explore, with its plush curved bench seating and an inlaid marquetry depiction of the vessel on its table-top.
Tea, anyone?

